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Do you experience any particular challenges in a specific aspect of your life 
for  
example - work / family / social? 
 
I am lucky enough to have an extremely supportive family. 
From when my daughter was 6 months old my parents looked after my daughter 
from 9am-6pm, 5 days a week.  They both worked part time, my dad had my 
daughter a Monday and Friday and my mum had her Tuesday to Thursday.  This 
was until my access was denied when my daughter started school.  When I lost my 
access so did my parents and they too have suffered through the rights of 
grandparents also being very limited. 
 
I work within a family business in a high pressured environment.  I am lucky enough 
to be able to dictate my own start and finish times.  I can only imagine how hard this 
would be if I worked at another company and couldn’t dictate my own hours. 
 

Do you experience any particular challenges dealing with a specific subject 
for example -finance or dealing with access or care arrangements?  
 
The biggest problem I and many dads experience being a single parent(not a lone 
parent) would be dealing with the CSA.  I cannot tell you how many times I have 
contacted them and asked them to record my conversations as they never seem to 
keep information together, call me back or acknowledge any problems I have.  Yet 
when they want to retrieve money (regardless of accurate figures or previous over 
payments) they are quite merciless.  I nearly went bankrupt trying to take my ex 
partner to court and it was purely down to CSA and legal costs.  Not through over 
spending. 
 
The only other thing I can think of that causes slight problems is the cost of being a 
Saturday dad. 
Most dads are given weekend access.  This means to entertain our children and 
keep them wanting to see us(and I make that clear, that’s exactly what I mean) we 
have to keep them occupied and fill that time up.  This will include going to the 
cinemas, swimming etc.  There are no discounts for single dads, no schemes or 
anything set up and it’s amazing when you look around the cinemas on a Saturday 
and count the number of single dads with children there are in the cinema. 
 

What kinds of support and or services are available to you and do they meet 
your  
needs?  
 
I found the whole separation experience from my daughter extremely hard - the 
worse part of being a single dad.  I went to my doctor and asked if there were any 
support groups as I had sympathy from friends but no one really could understand.  
The reason for this is most people don't want to think about what it's like to lose or 
have them taken away from them.  My solicitor summed it up quite accurately. 
 
'It's worse than bereavement, because at least when someone dies you can mourn 
and get over them. When you are denied access to your child it's worse because you 



just don't get over it because you know they are still there and close by but your 
relationship is being potentially ruined'   
 
My Doctor told me there were no support groups so I was offered anti-depressants. 
I've been stressed and down in life before but never taken anti-depressants and 
didn't want to. 
I just wanted to talk to someone who understood what I was going through.  In the 
end to get through the year period I had with no overnight access I took up running 
and ran a few half marathons for Fathers For Justice(an English Organization).  I put 
a message on my Facebook (my FB only contains 120 people) to raise some money 
and was successful. 
 
What’s funny about the Facebook thing is in the last 18 months I have had 8 dads 
(through FB Friends) contact me because of the one message I put on about raising 
Money.  I have chatted to many and given advice on everything from communicating 
with ex-partners, mediation, approaching the court and what solicitors are best - I 
went to 4 different solicitors before I realized they were all very similar and all 
expensive.  All the dad's I have spoken to felt absolutely helpless against the system, 
were demoralized by their exes and frightened by the solicitors fees.  
 
They were all on the birth certificates but the only way they would have had access 
to their children would have resulted in confrontation.  This confrontation historically 
ends up with the dad in a cell.  Most of the dads I've spoken to have either been 
cautioned/warned by the police or been visited by them.  From 120 people to 8 dads 
that's a conversion rate of nearly 7% and I wasn't even asking if they needed help!  
Dad's are desperately in need of help and advice, especially single dads who want to 
play an active part in their child being brought up.  If I knew what I know now about 
the legal system / legal aid / CSA I would definitely have approached things 
differently. 
 
I am currently setting up a website for dads in similar situations which will contain 
advice on Legal Aid / CSA & Going to court to gain access to your child.  It goes live 
the end of March 2014 and the domain name is www.scottishdads.com. 
 

Do you feel you get equal access to all types of public facilities when out with 
your children? 
 
The only other thing I can think of that causes slight problems is the cost of being a 
Saturday dad. 
Most dads are given weekend access.  This means to entertain our children and 
keep them wanting to see us(and I make that clear, that’s exactly what I mean) we 
have to keep them occupied and fill that time up.  This will include going to the 
cinemas, swimming etc.  There are no discounts for single dads, no schemes or 
anything set up and it’s amazing when you look around the cinemas on a Saturday 
and count the number of single dads and children there are in the cinema. 
 
Only other thing I would mention is I am a dad with a girl.  She is 7 and she rarely 
goes to the toilet on her own when I’m with her.  I’m also slightly reluctant to let her 
go in on her own in some places for probably obvious reasons.  Would be good if 
there were family toilets available rather than always looking for a disabled toilet. 

http://www.scottishdads.com/


 

 If you said that you experience challenges, what are your thoughts on public  
Perception and general awareness of the issue?  
 
This seems a bit vague as there is general Joe Bloggs opinion on single fathers and 
there is the court’s opinion.  When my daughter was 8 months I took her to Glasgow 
Fort in the pram on my own as I did for around 2 years on a Sunday to Borders for a 
coffee(for me not her). 
When I was leaving one day an older lady picked up a boot that had fallen from my 
daughter’s foot onto the ground when we had rolled past.  The older lady called over 
and I turned to retrieve the boot.  The lady said to me: 
 
 'better not lose that or you will be in trouble when you get home'. 
 
The general public tend to think dads don't do much other than take the kids out at 
the weekend.  The changing of nappies, jabs and daily tasks of taking time off when 
they are ill is normally perceived to be the mum’s job. 
 
The courts say that dads have equal rights to children.  That fathers are as important 
as mothers but not the allocation of time.  The reason for the allocation of time being 
restricted to fathers at the weekend is the courts don't want the child ‘twoing and 
frowing’ during the week and leaving homework in one house etc. 
 
I personally believe this to be completely wrong and a dad can only play that part 
with more allocated time.  The more allocated time before the child hits the teen 
years being the most important - this is just my opinion though. 
 
I think single dads generally feel let down by the courts and legal process.  Every 
time I go to court I make a point of asking for 7 days access knowing I will only get 2-
3 days.  It's a bit of a joke that by trying not to be biased towards either the mother or 
father they end up being completely biased by trying to be diplomatic. 
 
I know everybody's court cases are different but my own experiences having spoken 
to a number of Dad's in similar situations is that the current system allows the mother 
of the child to use the child like a pawn.  The 'my way or the highway' situation, 
dictated by mothers,  is only reinforced by the courts when they give dad's limited 
access.  This powerless feeling destroys the energy the dads require to pursue a 
case through the courts.  Once the dad gets to court the experience can be utterly 
humiliating and very frustrating.  I myself have gone through a whole range of 
emotions in the court in anticipation of getting more with my daughter.  Two years 
later and I'm still fighting for more time and having to justify to a judge why I would 
like to take my daughter for 7 nights away on holiday. 
 
CONCLUSION & POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS: 
 
I know these probably won't be considered but please bear in mind the easiest 
solutions are sometimes the best. 
 
POSSIBLE SOLUTION TO TEMPORARY ACCESS BEFORE A RELATIONSHIPS 
BREAK DOWN: 



 
There is a solution for access being sorted well before a relationship breaks 
down.  This is at the child's birth registration.  When the parents go to sign the 
documents they should be forced - by law - to sign a temporary custody arrangement 
should the relationship suddenly break down.  Potentially with 3 options when the 
child is registered.  This could be easily agreed in one tick box when there is little to 
no current conflict between both parties.  This won't solve every problem but imagine 
how much legal aid would be saved by the government if this was applied to existing 
child registration documentation.  It would also build confidence with dad's and let 
them know that the legal system was looking out for them too. 
 
COURTS & ADEQUATE TRAINING/TIME FOR JUDGES: 
 
I am based in North Lanarkshire and I have been told by numerous solicitors that the 
training received by the courts Judges in Airdrie is limited and they deal with many 
different cases in a day.  The larger courts like Glasgow have judges that have more 
time allocated and training so my case would be viewed more favourably by the 
Glasgow Courts.  I don't work for the courts this could be wrong but definitely needs 
more investigating.  If smaller courts Judges require more training or allocation of 
time for family cases just to make more compassionate decisions then this should 
definitely be entertained. 
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